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Abstract Dataflow architecture has shown its advantages in many high-performance computing cases. In dataflow

computing, a large amount of data are frequently transferred among processing elements through the network-on-chip

(NoC). Thus the router design has a significant impact on the performance of dataflow architecture. Common routers are

designed for control-flow multi-core architecture and we find they are not suitable for dataflow architecture. In this work, we

analyze and extract the features of data transfers in NoCs of dataflow architecture: multiple destinations, high injection rate,

and performance sensitive to delay. Based on the three features, we propose a novel and efficient NoC router for dataflow

architecture. The proposed router supports multi-destination; thus it can transfer data with multiple destinations in a

single transfer. Moreover, the router adopts output buffer to maximize throughput and adopts non-flit packets to minimize

transfer delay. Experimental results show that the proposed router can improve the performance of dataflow architecture

by 3.6x over a state-of-the-art router.
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1 Introduction

Domain-specific architecture is one of the most

important trends in the development of computer

architecture, such as DianNao[1] for deep learning,

PuDianNao[2] for machine learning and SGMF[3] for

parallel applications. Modern processors are based on

control-flow architecture. As an alternative different

from control-flow architecture, dataflow architecture

has shown its advantages on specific applications[4-6].

In dataflow computing, data are transferred from

instructions to instructions directly and instructions

can be fired (executed) as soon as the operands are

prepared[7]. Dataflow computing can efficiently exploit

both ILP and DLP at the same time[8]. In dataflow pro-

cessors, each processing element (PE) is much simpler

than a general RISC core. Normally there are no branch

predictor, out-of-order control and other complex logic

in PEs of dataflow processors. The proportion of chip

area occupied by function units in dataflow cores is

much larger than that in general cones. Dataflow com-

puting can achieve higher performance than general

cores on specific parallel applications[8].

In dataflow processors, there are usually many PEs

and each PE executes several instructions of a whole

dataflow program. Data are exchanged among PEs
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through the network-on-chip (NoC)[9]. In dataflow

instructions, the destinations (consumers) are speci-

fied in the fields of instructions and PEs send results

of instructions to their consumers according to their

destinations. In NoCs of dataflow architecture such

as TRIPS[10] and WaveScalar[11], routers are used to

route data in dataflow processors and the efficiency

of routers is very important to the performance of

dataflow architecture[9].

There are three main features of data transfers in

dataflow architecture. Firstly, each instruction can

have multiple consumers; thus the result should be

transferred to multiple destinations[10]. Secondly, in

control-flow many-core architecture, transfers in NoCs

occur usually only when cache misses happen. In

dataflow processors, each instruction produces a result

and the result will be transferred through NoCs except

that their destinations are all in the same PE[9]. There-

fore the injection rate of NoCs in dataflow architecture

is usually much higher than that in control-flow archi-

tecture. Thirdly, delays of data transfers have a signif-

icant impact on performance in dataflow architecture.

In each PE, there are a limited number of instructions

that can be executed concurrently. If every instruc-

tion is waiting for their operands because of large data

transfer delays, function units in the PE will be idle and

the performance will be decreased. However, common

routers[12-22] do not take advantage of these features

and cannot achieve high performance in dataflow ar-

chitecture.

In this work, we propose an efficient NoC router for

dataflow architecture. The proposed router supports

multi-destination; thus it can transfer data with mul-

tiple destinations in a single transfer. Moreover, the

router adopts output buffer to maximize throughput

and adopts non-flit packets to minimize transfer delay.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We analyze and extract the main features of data

transfers in NoCs of dataflow architecture: multiple

destinations, high injection rate, and performance sen-

sitive to delay.

• We propose an efficient router for dataflow archi-

tecture. The proposed router adopts multi-destination

mechanism, output buffer mechanism and non-flit

packet mechanism to improve the performance of

dataflow architecture.

• We compare our proposal with commonly used

routers and state-of-the-art routers in domain-specific

areas. The proposed router can improve the perfor-

mance of dataflow architecture by 3.6x over a state-of-

the-art router.

• We evaluate different routers with a number of

different destinations and observe that routers support-

ing two destinations can achieve higher performance per

area than those supporting three or four destinations.

The remainder of the work is organized as follows.

Section 2 analyzes the features of data transfers in

dataflow architecture. Section 3 describes the proposed

router for dataflow architecture. Section 4 describes

the evaluation platform and presents the performance

results. Section 5 reviews related work, and finally, Sec-

tion 6 concludes the paper.

2 Data Transfers in Dataflow Architecture

Fig.1 shows the architecture of the dataflow accel-

erator used as the experimental platform in this work.

For completeness, we add a RISC core and a DMA con-
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Fig.1. Architecture of the dataflow processor used as the experimental platform. Buf: buffer.
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troller to form the whole simulation system. The RISC

core executes the work-flow program that transfers data

and instructions between off-chip memory and on-chip

memory through configuring DMA. The dataflow ac-

celerator is very similar to SGMF[3] and consists of

N ×N PEs which are connected by 2D mesh networks.

Each PE contains several function units that execute

dataflow instructions. There are an instruction buffer

and an operand buffer in each PE. In the left of the

array, an instruction memory is used to store the in-

structions of PEs. Data buffers surround the PE array

to provide large data bandwidth for PEs. The latency

of data transfers from off-chip memory to data buffers

is covered by the computation time of the accelerator

through double buffering technique.

2.1 Multiple Destinations

In dataflow processors, programs are represented by

dataflow graph. A producer can have multiple con-

sumers. Fig.2 shows an example of dataflow graph,

the mapping result of the dataflow graph, and the cor-

responding dataflow program. When compiling, each

instruction is mapped to a PE and the position of the

instruction is also determined. The encoding of each

instruction will be completed according to their con-

sumers’ positions. Both LD0 and LD1 have two con-

sumers. After the execution of LD0, PE (0, 0) will send

two packets to ADD0 [0, 1, 0] and SUB0 [0, 1, 1] re-

spectively. The two packets have the same data and

different destinations.

Fig.3 shows the proportion of packets of different

types in total packets. The statistics are collected from

three typical application kernels: fast fourier transform

(FFT)[23], stencil[24] and general matrix-multiplication

(GEMM)[25]. The adopted dataflow instruction set sup-

ports up to four destinations in instructions. Therefore

packets in routers can be divided into four types ac-

cording to the number of destinations of instructions

that produce the packet. For example, the two packets

produced by LD0 in Fig.2 belong to type 2 because

LD0 has two destinations and the packet produced by

MUL0 belongs to type 1 because MUL0 has only one

destination.

From Fig.3, we can find that packets of type 1 oc-

cupy less than 54.3% in the total packets and reach

25.8% in FFT. On average, only 43% of total packets

do not share any data with other packets. It is because

more than half of dataflow instructions have more than

one destination. Data produced by instructions will be

transferred to multiple destinations in different packets.

It will waste network bandwidth if packets with same

data share the same path.

2.2 High Injection Rate

In the control-flow many-core architecture, transfers

in NoCs occur only when cache misses happen. The in-

jection rate of general cores is relatively low. However,

in dataflow processors, each instruction produces a re-

sult and the result will be transferred through NoCs

except that their destinations are all in the same PE

with the producer. If a dataflow processor wants to

maintain a relatively high performance, it has to exe-

cute instructions at every cycle. Then it will produce

results and send packets to the connected router at al-

most every cycle. Therefore the injection rate of NoCs

in dataflow architecture is usually much higher than

that in control-flow architecture.

Considering the high injection rate of dataflow ar-

chitecture, we directly adopt four mesh on-chip net-

works to evaluate the dataflow accelerator in the ex-

periment. Table 1 shows the injection rate of three

typical kernels on dataflow processor with four mesh

networks. The injection rate is collected in an ideal

situation where the transfer delay of routers is set to

zero. Only when dataflow architecture achieves high

performance can the injection rate be meaningful.
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Fig.2. Dataflow graph and dataflow program.
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Table 1. Injection Rate of Routers in Dataflow Architecture

Injection Rate (%)

FFT 47.5

Stencil 44.7

GEMM 62.3

Avg. 51.5

The NoC networks consist of four 8×8 mesh net-

works, thereby the total number of routers is 256. Even

with so many routers, the average injection rate of

routers still reaches 51.5%. However, in many-core ar-

chitectures the injection rate is generally under 5%[26].

The injection rate of routers in dataflow architecture is

much higher than that in control-flow many-core archi-

tecture.

2.3 Delay Sensitive

In control-flow many-core architecture, the cache

miss rate is usually very low so that caches filter most

of memory accesses. Therefore, even though the de-

lay of data transfers in NoCs is large, the performance

of control-flow cores will not be decreased significantly.

However, in dataflow computing, instructions can be

fired only after the operands are prepared. The num-

ber of instructions in each PE is limited by the area and

logic complexity. Therefore there are normally dozens

of instructions that can be executed concurrently in

each PE. For example, each PE supports up to 64 in-

structions in TRIPS. If every instruction is waiting for

their operands because of large data transfer delays,

function units in the PE will be idle and the perfor-

mance will be decreased.

Delays of data transfers have a significant impact on

performance in dataflow architecture. Fig.4 shows the

effect of router delays on performance. The delay means

the cycles for a router to transfer a packet from the in-

put port to the output port without congestion. When

the delay of routers is increased from 1 to 4, the ave-

rage performance of three typical kernels is decreased

from 72.2 GFLOPS to 33.5 GFLOPS. Performance of

dataflow architecture is sensitive to router delays; thus

packet congestion should occur as less likely as possible

in NoC routers.
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Fig.4. Effect of router delays on performance.

In conclusion, data transfers in NoCs of dataflow

architecture have three features: multiple destinations,

high injection rate, and performance sensitive to delay.

Routers for dataflow architecture should take advan-

tage of these features to improve the performance.

3 Proposed Router for Dataflow Architecture

Based on the three features of data transfers in

dataflow architecture, an efficient router is proposed to

improve the performance of dataflow architecture. The

proposed router supports multiple destinations so that

it can transfer data with multiple destinations in a sin-

gle transfer. Moreover, the router adopts output buffer

to maximize throughput and adopts non-flit packets to

minimize transfer delay.

Fig.5 shows the architecture of the proposed NoC

router. Packets from input ports are routed and split

into output queues. For each input port, P − 1 output

queues are set for P output ports except for the input

port direction. L, N, E, S and W in the queues rep-

resent for local, north, east, south and west direction.

For each output port, the corresponding output arbiter

selects a packet from corresponding output queues to

the output port at every cycle.

3.1 Multiple Destinations

In the dataflow architecture, after the execution of

an instruction, it will produce a result that will be di-

rected to multiple destinations. In common routers, the
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result will be sent to different destinations in different

packets. It can result in multiple transfers of the same

data along the same path. Then the on-chip network

bandwidth will be wasted. For example, instruction

LD0 in Fig.2 will produce two packets that will be both

sent to PE(0, 1) and the data of the two packets are the

same.

The proposed router supports that each packet in

the NoC has multiple destinations. Fig.6 shows the

packet format of the proposed router. The packet con-

sists of four destination addresses and data. Each des-

tination address has a valid flag to show the validation

of the address. It implies that the data will be sent to

all of the valid addresses.

Datav Dest3 v Dest2 v Dest1 v Dest0

Fig.6. Packet format of the proposed router with 4 destinations.

In the routers, a packet will be divided into multi-

ple packets if the destinations (addresses in the packet)

point to different directions (output ports). Addresses

corresponding to the same output port will still be

within a same packet. Fig.7 shows an example to ex-

plain the routing of a packet. Router (0, 1) receives a

packet from the local PE and the packet has four des-

tinations: (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3) and (2, 1). In router

(0, 1), the four destinations will all point to the south

direction; thus router (0, 1) will not split the packet

and queue the packet to the south output queue. In

the next cycle, router (0, 1) will send the packet with

all of the four destinations to the south output port.

Then router (1, 1) will receive the packet with all of

the four destinations. In router (1, 1), the four des-

tinations will be divided into three sets according to

their output ports. Set 0 contains the address (1, 1)

that points to the local output port. Set 1 contains two

addresses: (1, 2) and (1, 3) that point to east output

port. Set 2 contains the address (2, 1) that points to

south output port. Therefore the packet will be split

into three packets with the same data but with different
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Fig.7. Example of routing in the proposed routers. (a) Organization of packets. (b) Routing example of multi-destination packets.

addresses that correspond to the three sets of addresses

respectively. The packet with set 0 will be sent to the

local PE and the two packets with set 1 and set 2 will

be sent to router (1, 2) and router (2, 1) respectively.

According to the splitting strategy, the data will be sent

to their destinations efficiently.

The multi-destination router can improve the effi-

ciency of data transfers among routers. For packets

that contain multiple destinations, if more than one

destination points to the same output port, the router

can transfer the packet of multiple destinations in one

cycle. Even though the destinations may point to

different output ports in routers, the multi-destination

packet at least can send data with multiple addresses

from local PE to the connected router in one cycle. The

multi-destination packet can both reduce the require-

ment of NoC bandwidth and reduce the transfer delay

of packets. In routers, the routing of each destination

can be processed in parallel.

The overhead of multiple destinations is just the

extra address bits in router buffers and links between

routers. The width of routing address is usually much

smaller than the width of data. For example in an 8×8

mesh network, the width of address is 6 bits and that

of data can usually be 32 bits or 64 bits. The overhead

is very small especially when compared with the whole

chip area.

3.2 Output Buffer

In dataflow architecture, the injection rate of NoC

is relatively high as shown in Subsection 2.2. It im-

plies that the requirement of NoC bandwidth is rela-

tively high. If routers cannot achieve high throughput,

the packets will be blocked in the routers and trans-

fer delays will be much larger. Dataflow architecture

is sensitive to transfer delay. If packets are blocked in

routers, the performance will be reduced significantly.

Therefore, the throughput of routers for dataflow ar-

chitecture must be relatively high.

Routers usually can be divided by buffer design

into two types: input buffer router and output buffer

router. Fig.8 shows the architecture of routers with

input buffer. In input buffer routers, there is an input

queue for each input port and packets coming from each

input port are queued in corresponding input queue.

For each output port, an arbiter selects a packet from

the head of all input queues to route to correspond-

ing output port. In the input buffer router, the head

packets of different input queues may ask for the same

output port but each output port can only transfer one

packet per cycle. Then only one of these packets can

go through the router. It results in that some output

ports will not be utilized and the throughput of the

router will be decreased. Virtual channels can alleviate
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the situation with multiple input queues for each in-

put port; however, it still cannot achieve the maximal

throughput.

For example, in Fig.8, L, N, E, S and W in the

queues represent the input directions of the input

queues. E and S at the head of input queues represent

the output ports of the head packets of the queues. The

heads of east queue and west queue are both routed to

the south output port and the heads of north queue and

south queue are both routed to the east output port.

Then only two of the four head packets can go through

the router and the utilization of the router bandwidth

is only 50%.

In output buffer router as Fig.5 shows, there are

P − 1 (P is the number of output ports of the router)

output queues for each input port. Packets from each

input port will be routed and queued into the corre-

sponding output queues according to their output ports

after routing. The arbiter of each output port then se-

lects one packet from the P − 1 corresponding output

queues and sends it to the output port. In the output

buffer router, packets are queued in the output queues

and arbiters of each output port directly select pac-

kets from the corresponding output queues. Therefore,

an output port will be utilized as long as there is one

packet that is routed to the output port in the router.

It implies that the output buffer router can achieve the

maximal throughput. With multi-destination mecha-

nism, the output buffer router routes all valid addresses

of each packet and splits the packet to different output

queues.

In dataflow architecture, the injection rate of

routers is relatively high and the performance is sen-

sitive to the transfer delay. Therefore, the throughput

of routers is one of the most significant factors to the

performance. In output buffer routers, buffers in diffe-

rent directions may not be utilized fully because diffe-

rent packets may be routed to the same output port.

Through dynamic buffer allocation mechanism, buffers

can be fully utilized and the overhead is just a few con-

trol logics. Though the output buffer router can result

in either wasting of buffers or complex control logic,

output buffer routers can achieve maximal throughput

so that they are still adopted by the router for dataflow

architecture. Compared with input buffer routers, out-

put buffer routers can achieve high throughput and can

improve the performance of dataflow architecture.

3.3 Non-Flit Packet

Routers commonly used in control-flow many-core

architecture adopt the flit mechanism to reduce the

buffer size and data bus size. In these architectures,

NoC routers are used to transfer cache lines which are

usually relatively large. To reduce the size of data
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buffers in routers, a flit mechanism is usually adopted

by routers. With the flit mechanism, big packets are

usually divided into several flits and flits are transferred

one by one between routers. The size of each flit can be

very small, thereby the buffers in routers are very small.

The flit mechanism can reduce the area and power of

routers.

However in dataflow architecture, the injection rate

of routers is relatively high and the performance is sen-

sitive to the transfer delay. If the flit mechanism is

adopted, each operand will have to consume several cy-

cles to be transferred from one router to another. The

flit mechanism can both increase the transfer delay and

increase traffic congestion when the injection rate is rel-

atively high. It can significantly decrease the perfor-

mance of dataflow architecture. Moreover in dataflow

architecture, routers are used to transfer operands be-

tween instructions. For a specified instruction set, the

width of operands is specified to the same and is usually

not very large. For example in TRIPS, the operands are

64 bits.

As Fig.9 shows, the flit and the non-flit mechanism

are described in packet format. In the flit mechanism,

64 bits data are divided into four flits and each flit con-

tains 6 bits data. Besides, the head flit and the tail

flit have additional control information to indicate the

head and the tail of the packet. However in the non-

flit mechanism, the 64 bits data are transferred in a

single packet and there are neither head nor tail pac-

kets. The packet is very simple and easy to encode and

decode. The injection rate of routers with the non-flit

mechanism will be much lower than that with the flit

mechanism and the transfer delay will also be much

smaller because traffic congestion will be much less.

Head

Flit
Flit 1 Flit2

Tail

Flit

16b

64b

Packet

64b

(a) (b)

Fig.9. (a) Flit and (b) non-flit mechanism.

The non-flit mechanism is not always suitable for

any situation. For example, when the data size of pac-

kets is relatively large, non-flit packets may suffer from

long latency sending packets to wire. The long latency

will decrease the performance and efficiency of NoCs.

For dataflow architectures with relatively small packets,

the non-flit mechanism is more suitable than the flit

mechanism.

The chip area of non-flit packets is only increased

a little and is still acceptable. However, the perfor-

mance of non-flit packets can be much better than that

of packets with flit. Therefore, in routers for dataflow

architecture, non-flit packets can achieve higher perfor-

mance per area than those with flit mechanism.

4 Evaluation and Results

We evaluate the proposed router architecture in a

dataflow processor simulator implemented based on a

simulator framework SimICT[27]. Fig.1 shows the ar-

chitecture of the simulation system which consists of

a dataflow accelerator and a RISC core. The speci-

fications of the baseline system are listed in Table 2.

The RISC core acts as the master core. It transfers

the data and dataflow instructions to the accelerator

and transfers results to the memory through configur-

ing the DMA controller. As dataflow architecture de-

mands a large amount of on-chip network bandwidth,

NoCs in the experiment consist of four 8×8 mesh net-

works. Each PE is connected to four routers belonging

to different mesh networks. To achieve high frequency,

different networks are independent so that packets can-

not cross different networks.

Table 2. Configurations of the Simulation System

Component Configuration

RISC core 1 GHz, ARM

Memory 64 GB/s

PE 8×8, 1 GHz, 1 FMAC, 2 ALUs, 32 instruc-
tions, FRFO, 8 blocks in flight

SPM 2 MB, 32 banks, 64 b/bank

2D-Mesh 1 GHz, 1 cycle/hop, X-Y routing, 4 8×8
mesh networks, 64 bits packet data, 5 di-
rections, 4 flits/packet, input buffer, 1 des-
tination

Peak performance
(DP)

128 GFLOPS

We adopt a load-balance based instruction mapping

algorithm in the experimental platform. The algorithm

focuses on the load balance of PEs and function units

and is also augmented with network contention opti-

mization. The adopted instruction mapping algorithm

is the best algorithm in the adopted experimental plat-

form and is also optimized with the proposed multi-

destination mechanism to achieve higher performance.

4.1 Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed router with three typical

parallel applications suitable for dataflow architecture
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in double-precision floating point: FFT, stencil, and

GEMM. The three testcases are examples to show the

performance. They are very typical and popular in high

performance computing especially in exa-scale scientific

computing. Besides, most parallel applications can be

accelerated by dataflow architecture and the proposed

mechanisms can also improve the performance of par-

allel applications. The testcases are listed in Table 3.

The block data size represents the size of data processed

by the dataflow graph once in double-precision floating

point and the tile data size is the data size of a tile in

double-precision floating point. A tile consists of many

blocks which are pipelined in the dataflow graph. The

tile data size is limited by the size of buffers. It is worth

noting that any data scale of a kernel can be processed

by the processor. Data of any scale are firstly divided

by the tile data size into many tiles. Data of each tile

are divided by the block data size into many blocks

which are processed by the PE array in the streaming

model.

Table 3. Configurations of Testcases

Testcase Block Data Size Computation Data Size

1D FFT 1D 32p FFT 256 1D 32p FFTs

3D stencil 8×8×32 3d7p stencil 32×32×32 3d7p stencil

GEMM 8×64 and 64×8 GEMM 64×64 and 64×64 GEMM

The testcases are three examples to show the per-

formance of the proposal. Actually the proposal can be

applied in most parallel applications because parallel

applications usually process large amount of data with

a same program. The program is represented with a

dataflow graph and data are processed in many tiles.

Dataflow architecture is usually used to run parallel

applications[3] and the proposal is applied in the ar-

chitecture. Therefore, the proposal can improve most

parallel applications in dataflow architecture.

We evaluate the proposed router with six different

configurations to show the performance of each compo-

nent of the router. Six different routers are tested in

the experiment and are listed in Table 4. The routers

differ from three aspects: with or without flit, input

buffer or output buffer and with or without multi-

destination. The F IB 1 (4 flits/packet, input buffer

and 1 destination) is a router that is commonly used

in general many-core architecture[12,14-15] and is the

state-of-the-art router. NF IB 1 (non-flit, input buffer

and 1 destination)[18-20] and NF OB 1 (non-flit, out-

put buffer and 1 destination)[21-22] are used in some

application-specific architecture and are more suitable

for dataflow architecture than the baseline. NF OB 2,

NF OB 3 and NF OB 4 are the proposed routers sup-

porting different destinations for dataflow architecture.

Table 4. Configurations of Different Routers

Router Flit Buffer Multiple Destination

F IB 1 Yes, 4 flits Input No, 1 destination

NF IB 1 No Input No, 1 destination

NF OB 1 No Output No, 1 destination

NF OB 2 No Output Yes, 2 destinations

NF OB 3 No Output Yes, 3 destinations

NF OB 4 No Output Yes, 4 destinations

We evaluate the delay of transferring a packet be-

tween two routers to show effects of the adopted mech-

anisms on packet transfers. Then we evaluate the per-

formance of different routers to show why these three

mechanisms are adopted by the proposed router. Multi-

destination router is firstly proposed in this work and

we also compare the total number of packets in routers

with and without multi-destination to show the reduc-

tion of packets when the proposed multi-destination

mechanism is applied. To decide how many destina-

tions are supported in packets and how many entries

in the buffers are better, we also evaluate the perfor-

mance of proposed routers that support a number of

different destinations and a number of different entries

in buffers.

4.2 Results

The adopted mechanisms can reduce the possibility

of congestion in routers and decrease the packet trans-

fer delay in dataflow architecture. Fig.10 shows the ave-

rage transfer delay in each router. The average transfer

delay means how long packets stay in a router in cycles.

From F IB 1 to NF OB 4, the average delay of diffe-

rent applications is decreased especially from F IB 1 to

NF IB 1. Flit mechanism can increase router delay sig-

nificantly. Without flit mechanism, the average delay

is decreased from 4.3 cycles to 1.9 cycles, which is de-

creased by 126%. From input buffer to output buffer,

the average delay is decreased by 21.1%. Output buffer

can achieve high throughput and can improve the per-

formance. From one destination to four destinations,

the average delay is decreased by 13.3%. The adopted

mechanisms in the proposed routers can all decrease

the transfer delay of routers.

Transfer delay directly affects the performance of

dataflow architecture. Fig.11 shows the performance

of different routers. In F-IB-1 router with 4 flits, the

performance of three kernels is very low and the ave-

rage performance is only 15.3 GFLOPS. In NF IB 1,
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packets are transferred in a whole without flit. The

performance is improved quickly and the average per-

formance is improved to 59.69 GFLOPS. In dataflow

architecture, the injection rate is very high and the

performance is sensitive to transfer delay of routers.

Routers with flit can increase the possibility of con-

gestion significantly and decrease the performance of

dataflow architecture even with four mesh networks.

From NF IB 1 to NF OB 1, the performance is im-

proved by 8.9%. In dataflow architecture, the injec-

tion rate is very high and the performance is sensitive

to the transfer delay. The output buffer can achieve

higher throughput than the input buffer with very little

area overhead. Higher throughput means higher perfor-

mance in dataflow architecture; thus the performance

of NF OB 1 is higher than that of NF IB 1. With four

destinations, NF OB 4 can improve the performance

of dataflow architecture from 64.98 GFLOPS to 70.09

GFLOPS. The multi-destination mechanism can im-

prove the performance by 7.9%. In conclusion, the pro-

posed router can improve the performance of dataflow

architecture by 3.6x over a state-of-the-art router.
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Fig.10. Average transfer delay of routers. The transfer delay
means the time packets stay in a router in cycles.
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Fig.11. Performance of different routers on typical dataflow
applications.

Multi-destination can reduce the packets in NoCs

and improve the efficiency of data transfer of routers.

Fig.12 shows the total number of packets transferred

in NoCs with and without multi-destination. The

packet number is normalized to that without multi-

destination. From Fig.12, we can see that multi-

destination mechanism can reduce the number of pac-

kets by 16% on average.
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Fig.12. Reduction of packet counts through multi-destination
mechanism.

To decide how many destinations supported in pac-

kets are optimal, we evaluate the performance of the

proposed routers that support a number of different

destinations. As Fig.13 shows, when the number of

supported destinations is increased from 1 to 2, the ave-

rage performance of dataflow architecture is increased

from 65.0 GFLOPS to 70.2 GFLOPS. However when it

is increased from 2 to 4, the average performance al-

most does not change. It implies that routers support-

ing two destinations can achieve better performance

than those supporting one destination and achieve same

performance as those supporting three or four des-

tinations. Therefore routers supporting two destina-

tions can achieve the highest performance per area in

dataflow architecture.
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Fig.13. Performance of routers supporting a number of different
destinations.
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To decide how many entries in each buffer are op-

timal, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

routers that have different numbers of buffer entries. As

Fig.14 shows, when the number of entries in each buffer

is increased from 2 to 4, the average performance of

dataflow architecture is increased from 63.9 GFLOPS

to 70.7 GFLOPS. However when it is increased from

4 to 6, the average performance is increased very lit-

tle. It implies that buffers with four entries can achieve

better performance than those with two entries. More

than four entries in buffers cannot provide performance

improvement but can result in much more chip area.

Therefore four entries in each buffer of the proposed

routers can achieve the highest performance per area

in dataflow architecture.
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Fig.14. Performance of routers with a number of different en-
tries in each buffer.

We also evaluate the chip area of dataflow proces-

sors with different routers. We have implemented the

components of dataflow processors in RTL. We use Syn-

opsys Design Compiler to synthesize the design with

TSMC 40 nm technology library and estimate the chip

area with the synthesizing results. Table 5 shows the

area of different routers. It is worth noticing that

routers can only affect the area of NoCs and the area of

NoCs only occupies about 16.7% of the whole chip area

according to the results. From F IB 1 to NF IB 1, the

area of routers is increased by 217% because non-flit

packets result in large buffer size of routers. However

the whole chip area is increased only by 10.4%. The

performance is improved by about 290%; thus the per-

formance per area of the whole chip is improved by

263%. From NF IB 1 to NF OB 1, buffer design is

changed from input buffer to output buffer. In the ex-

periment, the number of buffers is the same in NF IB 1

and NF OB 1; thus the whole area is almost the same.

Area of NF OB 1 is a little larger than that of NF IB 1

because output buffer contains a little complex logic

to control the buffers. From NF OB 1 to NF OB 4,

the difference is that they have a number of different

destinations in routers. Each destination has 6 bits in

the experiment and the data width is 64 bits. There-

fore with one more destination, the area of router is

increased by 7.4% and the whole chip area is increased

only by 1.1%.

Table 5. Areas of Different Routers and Chips

Router Area Chip Area

(mm2) (mm2)

F IB 1 1.43 29.93

NF IB 1 4.53 33.03

NF OB 1 4.88 33.38

NF OB 2 5.26 33.76

NF OB 3 5.65 34.15

NF OB 4 6.04 34.54

McPAT[28] is used to estimate the power consump-

tion of the architecture. We counted the access frequen-

cies of all modules such as ALUs, FPUs, data buffers,

instruction queues and buffers in routers. The power

consumption of each module of the proposed dataflow

architecture is computed in McPAT with the statistical

data. Fig.15 shows the normalized power consumption

of FFT, 3D stencil and GEMM on dataflow architecture

with different routers. From F IB 1 to NF IB 1, the

average power consumption is increased by 17.5% be-

cause the buffers in NF IB 1 are much larger than those

in F IB 1. Fortunately the performance is increased by

290%; thus the performance per watt is still increased

by 231.9%. From NF IB 1 to NF OB 1, the power con-

sumption is increased only by 2.0% because the exe-

cution time is decreased and the energy consumption

is almost the same. From NF OB 1 to NF OB 4, the

power consumption is decreased by 2.5% because the
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Fig.15. Normalized power consumption of different routers.
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multi-destination mechanism can transfer multiple data

in a single packet. After all, from F IB 1 to NF OB 4,

the performance per watt is always increased though

the power consumption may be increased. Therefore,

the adopted mechanisms can help the proposed router

achieve high performance per watt in dataflow archi-

tecture.

5 Related Work

Traditional dataflow architecture can be divided

into two types: coarse-grained dataflow architec-

tures and fine-grained dataflow architectures. Coarse-

grained dataflow architectures, such as TeraFlux[29]

and Runnemede[30], partition programs into many pro-

gram blocks according to their dependency. Diffe-

rent blocks are assigned to different PEs and results

of blocks are transferred to PEs that contain their

consumer blocks according to their dependency. In

coarse-grained dataflow architectures, the PEs gene-

rally are von Neumann (non-dataflow) execution model.

Coarse-grained dataflow architectures are usually ap-

plied in many-core architectures through dataflow pro-

gramming. Fine-grained dataflow architectures, such

as TRIPS[10], WaveScalar[11] and SGMF[3], consist of

many PEs which execute instructions in dataflow exe-

cution model. Data dependency is represented directly

in instructions. The dataflow graph is mapped into

the PE array and each PE executes only part of the

dataflow graph and transfers their results directly to

their consumers. Fine-grained dataflow architectures

are usually applied in domain-specific high-performance

computing architecture. The dataflow architecture

adopted in this work is a fine-grained dataflow archi-

tecture. It is a domain-specific architecture designed

for parallel applications and very similar to SGMF[3].

Due to the demand of efficient network-on-chip,

there has been many router designs[12-22] for multi-core

and many-core architecture. All of these designs adopt

flit to reduce buffer size and to adapt dynamic packet

size. Dynamic packet size and performance insensitive

to delay are the features of the general von Neumann

many-core architecture. However in the dataflow archi-

tecture, the packet size is fixed and the performance is

sensitive to transfer delay. Non-flit packets should be

more suitable for routers in the dataflow architecture.

Buffer design is important in routers and can be di-

vided into two types: input buffer and output buffer.

For the architecture that demands low chip area and

power consumption, the input buffer is adopted such

as in [12-20]. For the architecture that demands

high throughput and low latency, the output buffer

is adopted such as in [21-22]. For dataflow architec-

ture, high throughput and low latency are the most

important to the performance. Using output buffer in

routers can help dataflow architecture achieve high per-

formance. In the proposed router architecture, the out-

put buffers are different from traditional output buffer

routers from two aspects. Firstly, packets in the buffers

of the proposed router have multiple destinations; thus

the buffers are responsible for the encoding and decod-

ing of multiple destinations. Secondly, the proposed

router adopts non-flit mechanism; thus the buffers are

not necessary to decode the head flit and the tail flit.

Multi-destination mechanism shares some simila-

rities with multi-castschemes[31-33], which can broad-

cast data to multiple cores. However, our multi-

destination scheme is significantly different from these

previous proposals since it also adopts non-flit packets

and output buffer mechanisms.

Recently, there are a number of proposals which

adopt emerging non-volatile memory technologies to

build low-power and low-cost NoCs[34-35]. Especially,

it will be interesting to dynamically switch non-volatile

memory (NVM) based router buffers from SLC (Single-

Level Cell) to MLC (Multi-Level Cell) mode to tem-

porarily accommodate more network flits, similar to

the notion of proposals[36-37]. In this case, since the

data in router buffers will be used within microseconds,

the MLC mode NVM buffer can be written with fast

but low retention writes[38]. Finally, proactively writ-

ing back cached data (i.e., Eager Writebacks[39-40]) may

help reduce NOC burst operations and thus improve the

effectiveness of NOC.

6 Conclusions

The domain-specific architecture is one of the most

important trends in the development of computer ar-

chitecture. Dataflow architecture has shown its advan-

tages in high-performance computing. In dataflow ar-

chitecture, a large amount of data are frequently trans-

ferred among processing elements through the network-

on-chip. Thus the router design has a significant impact

on the performance of the dataflow architecture.

Common routers are designed for control-flowmulti-

core architecture. They adopt flit to reduce buffer size

in routers and to transfer dynamic packet size. To re-

duce the chip area and power consumption, input buffer

performs better than output buffer. However features
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of dataflow architecture are much different from those

of control-flow architecture.

In this work, we proposed a novel and efficient

NoC router for dataflow architecture. The proposed

router supports multiple destinations; thus it can trans-

fer data with multiple destinations in a single transfer.

Moreover, the router adopts output buffer to maxi-

mize throughput and adopts non-flit packets to min-

imize transfer delay. Experimental results showed that

the proposed router can improve the performance of

dataflow architecture by 3.6x over a state-of-the-art

router.
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